Abstract. A Seifert surgery is a pair (K, m) of a knot K in S 3 and an integer m such that m-Dehn surgery on K results in a Seifert fiber space allowed to contain fibers of index zero. Twisting K along a trivial knot called a seiferter for (K, m) yields Seifert surgeries. We study Seifert surgeries obtained from those on a trefoil knot by twisting along their seiferters. Although Seifert surgeries on a trefoil knot are the most basic ones, this family is rich in variety. For any m = −2 it contains a successive triple of Seifert surgeries (K, m), (K, m+1), (K, m+2) on a hyperbolic knot K, e.g. 17-, 18-, 19-surgeries on the (−2, 3, 7) pretzel knot. It contains infinitely many Seifert surgeries on strongly invertible hyperbolic knots none of which arises from the primitive/Seifertfibered construction, e.g. (−1)-surgery on the (3, −3, −3) pretzel knot.
Introduction
A pair (K, m) of a knot K in S 3 and an integer m is a Seifert surgery if the result K(m) of m-Dehn surgery is a Seifert fiber space which may contain a fiber of index 0, i.e. a degenerate fiber. In this paper we allow Seifert fibrations to contain degenerate fibers. If K(m) admits a degenerate Seifert fibration, it is either a lens space or a connected sum of two lens spaces [5, Proposition 2.8(2) , (3)]. For a Seifert surgery (K, m), when K(m) admits a non-degenerate Seifert fibration (i.e. K(m) is not a connected sum of two lens spaces), to emphasize this fact we also say that (K, m) is a Seifert fibered surgery.
In [5] , we relate Seifert surgeries by twists along "seiferters" and define a 1-dimensional complex called the Seifert Surgery Network. We briefly review the definition of the network. Let (K, m) be a Seifert surgery. A knot c ⊂ S 3 − K is a seiferter for (K, m) if c is a trivial knot in S 3 but becomes a fiber in a Seifert fibration of K(m). Let K p and m p be the images of K and m under twisting p times along c; in fact, m p = m + p(lk(K, c))
2 . Then, (K p , m p ) remains a Seifert surgery, and the image of c under the twisting is a seiferter for (K p , m p ); see the commutative diagram below. We also consider twists along an "annular pair of seiferters". For two seiferters (1) In [5] , an annular pair {c 1 , c 2 } is defined to be an ordered pair of c 1 and c 2 to specify the direction of twist along the annulus cobounded by c 1 ∪ c 2 . However, since we do not perform annulus twists in this paper, annular pairs are presented as unordered pairs.
(2) If a seiferter c for (K, m) bounds a disk in S 3 − K, we call c irrelevant and do not regard it as a seiferter. This is because no twists along irrelevant seiferters change Seifert surgeries. However, for pairs of seiferters {c 1 , c 2 } we allow c i to be irrelevant. Let {c 1 , c 2 } be an annular pair for (K, m). If either c 1 and c 2 cobound an annulus disjoint from K or there is a 2-sphere in S 3 separating c i and c j ∪ K, then twists along {c 1 , c 2 } do not change (K, m) or have the same effect on K as twists along c j . We thus call such an annular pair irrelevant, and exclude it from annular pairs of seiferters.
Any integral surgery on a torus knot T p,q (|p| > q ≥ 1) has at least three seiferters. Let s p and s q be the exceptional fibers of indices |p| and q in the Seifert fibration of the exterior of T p,q , respectively; see Figure 1 .1. Since the Seifert fibration of the exterior extends to T p,q (m) for any integer m, the trivial knots s p , s q are seiferters for (T p,q , m). Furthermore, a meridian c µ of T p,q is also a seiferter for T p,q (m) because c µ is isotopic to the core of the filled solid torus in T p,q (m). The seiferters s p , s q , c µ are fibers of indices |p|, q, |pq − m| in T p,q (m), respectively. We call them basic seiferters for T p,q . Note that s p , s q , c µ in Figure 1 .1 are fibers in a Seifert fibration of T p,q (m), simultaneously, and any two of these seiferters cobound an annulus in S 3 . Thus, {s p , s q }, {s p , c µ }, {s q , c µ } in Figure 1 .1 are annular pairs of seiferters for (T p,q , m), called basic annular pairs. In the network, a path from (T p,q , m) to (K, m ′ ) tells how the Seifert surgery (K, m ′ ) is obtained from (T p,q , m) by a sequence of twistings along seiferters and/or annular pairs of seiferters. However, we cannot obtain a non-torus knot by twisting a torus knot along its basic seiferters or basic annular pairs. To obtain a Seifert surgery on a hyperbolic knot we need to twist along a "hyperbolic seiferter". A seiferter c (resp. an annular pair {c 1 , c 2 }) for (K, m) is hyperbolic if S 3 −K ∪c (resp. S 3 −K ∪c 1 ∪c 2 ) admits a complete hyperbolic metric of finite volume. Twists along a "hyperbolic seiferter" or a "hyperbolic annular pair" yield infinitely many Seifert surgeries on hyperbolic knots. We denote by N (T −3,2 ) the set of Seifert surgeries obtained from (T −3,2 , m) (m ∈ Z) by twisting arbitrary times along seiferters or annular pairs for (T −3,2 , m).
In this paper, we find hyperbolic seiferters and hyperbolic annular pairs of seiferters for (T −3,2 , m), and study Seifert surgeries on hyperbolic knots that belong to N (T −3,2 ). We construct hyperbolic seiferters (resp. hyperbolic annular pairs) for (T −3,2 , m) by applying "m-moves" to basic seiferters (resp. basic annular pairs) for T −3,2 . An m-move is, in fact, a Kirby calculus handle-slide over an m-framed knot, and the definition is given in Section 2. Theorem 1.2 below follows from Corollaries 3.8, 4.9. The following two theorems are about surgeries belonging to N (T −3,2 ). A small Seifert fiber space is a 3-manifold which admits a non-degenerate Seifert fibration over the 2-sphere containing exactly three exceptional fibers. We call a Seifert surgery (K, m) a small Seifert fibered surgery if K(m) is a small Seifert fiber space. , where m = −1, −2, −3 and w = lk(T −3,2 , c −1 ) = 0. The 1-twist along c −6 yields the (−2, 3, 7) pretzel knot P , so that the 1-twist along c −6 converts (T −3,2 , m) to (P, m + w 2 ), where m = −6, −7, −8 and w = lk(T −3,2 , c −6 ) = 5. The slanted line through (T −3,2 , −1) is generated by twists along the seiferter c. The 1-twist along c yields (−1)-surgery on the (3, −3, −3) pretzel knot. All Seifert surgeries on the slanted line except (T −3,2 , −1) do not arise from the primitive/Seifert-fibered construction. 
, K is the figure-eight knot, and P is the (−2, 3, 7) pretzel knot.
Preliminaries
In this section we recall some results on m-moves to seiferters and annular pairs. 
We generalize m-moves to pairs of seiferters. 
The following proposition will be used to show that a pair of seiferters for (K, m) does not cobound an annulus disjoint from K. ( 
Seiferters for Seifert surgeries on a trefoil knot
It is known that there is a hyperbolic knot which admits Seifert fibered surgeries for three successive (integral) surgery slopes. Well-known examples are the (−1)-, (−2)-, (−3)-surgeries on twist knots [2] , and the 17-, 18-, 19-surgeries on the (−2, 3, 7) pretzel knot [8] . In this section, we show that for any integer m ∈ {−5, −4, −3, −2}, the m-, (m − 1)-, (m − 2)-surgeries on the trefoil knot T −3,2 have a hyperbolic seiferter in common. Then, arbitrary twists on T −3,2 along the seiferter produce a knot with three successive Seifert surgeries. We show that the three successive Seifert fibered surgeries on twist knots and the (−2, 3, 7) pretzel knot arise in this manner.
Let α m ⊂ ∂N (T −3,2 ) be a simple closed curve representing a slope m ∈ Z. Let b µ , b −3 , b 2 be the band in S 3 −intN (T −3,2 ) connecting α and c µ , s −3 , s 2 , respectively as described in Figure 3 Seifert surgeries given in Proposition 3.4 contain three successive Seifert fibered surgeries on twist knots T w(n) of Figure 3 .5, and the (−2, 3, 7) pretzel knot P (−2, 3, 7).
n-twist (1) (n−1)-twist along the seiferter c −1 converts (T −3,2 , −1), (T −3,2 , −2), (T −3,2 , −3) to (T w(n), −1), (T w(n), −2), and (T w(n), −3), respectively. 
twist along c -6 twist along c 
, and K is the figure-eight knot.
We calculate the indices of the exceptional fibers of
2 ) where i = 1, 2, 3, and obtain Proposition 3.6 below. This proposition will be used to determine when K m n is hyperbolic. Proposition 3.6. For any integers m, n the following hold.
2 ) is a Seifert fiber space over the base orbifold
Proof of Proposition 3.6. The Seifert fiber spaces
is isotopic in T −3,2 (m + 1 − i) to c µ , s −3 , or s 2 according as i = 1, 2, or 3. Recall that T −3,2 (m + 1 − i) has a Seifert fibration over S 2 (2, 3, |m + 7 − i|) in which c µ , s −3 , and s 2 are fibers of indices |m + 7 − i|, 3, and 2, respectively.
(1) We let i = 1 in the paragraph above. Then K m n (m + n(m + 1) 2 ) is obtained from T −3,2 (m) by a surgery along the exceptional fiber of index |m + 6|, and thus has a Seifert fibration over
is isotopic to c µ and further to the core of the filled solid torus U . We set f : to N (c µ ) sends µ c , λ c to µ, λ − (m + 2)µ curves on ∂N (c µ ). There is an annulus in
). Since µ ′ is a longitude of U , the annulus extends to an annulus A connecting c µ and the core of
2 ) is obtained from T −3,2 (m − 1) by a surgery along the exceptional fiber s −3 of index 3, and thus has a Seifert fibration over S 2 (2, |m+5|, y) for some y. 2 ) is obtained from T −3,2 (m − 2) by a surgery along the exceptional fiber s 2 of index 2, and thus has a Seifert fibration over S 2 (3, |m + 4|, z) for some z.
(Proposition 3.6)
We determine when c m is a hyperbolic seiferter and K m n is a hyperbolic knot. Assume that T −3,2 ∪c m is a Seifert link, i.e. the exterior admits a non-degenerate Seifert fibration. Then it turns out that c m is a non-meridional basic seiferter for
In the former case, m = 1, −3Cand in the latter m = 2, −4. In fact, c −3 is the basic seiferter s −3 for T −3,2 . We show that c 1 is not a basic seiferter.
2 ). The 2-fold branched covers of S 3 along these links have distinct base orbifolds S 2 (2, 3, 6) and S 2 (2, 3, 2). For a small Seifert fiber space its Seifert fibrations over S 2 are uniquely determined up to fiber preserving homeomorphism [12, 14] . Thus T −3,2 ∪ c −3 is not isotopic to T −3,2 ∪ c 1 in S 3 . It follows that c 1 is not a basic seiferter for T −3,2 . By the same argument we can check that c −4 is the basic seiferter s 2 for T −3,2 , and c 2 is not a basic seiferter for T −3,2 . Hence, T −3,2 ∪ c m is not a Seifert link if m ∈ {−4, −3}.
In the following, assume that m ∈ {−2, −3, −4}.
) is not hyperbolic, [19, Corollary 5] shows that it is isotopic to M ( [19] shows that the exterior of
contains an essential torus, and furthermore c (1) . The table shows that (T −3,2 , m) has a hyperbolic seiferter if m ∈ {−4, −5}. For m = −5, it is shown in [6] that the lens surgery (T −3,2 , −5) has a hyperbolic seiferter.
(Corollary 3.8) Table 3. 1. "h" means a hyperbolic seiferter P P P P P P P P P P seiferter for (T−3,2, m)
We do not know whether (T −3,2 , −4) has a hyperbolic seiferter or not. In Section 4, we show that it has at least six hyperbolic annular pairs of seiferters. (2) To prove the "if" part we start with a proof of Lemma 3.10 below. [16] shows that m = rs ± 1. Therefore, if K is not a (2pq ± 1, 2) cable of T p,q , it has exactly two Seifert fibered surgeries; if K is a (2pq ±1, 2) cable of T p,q , it has exactly three Seifert fibered surgeries 4pq, 4pq ± 1, 4pq ± 3, which are not successive. (In the latter case, K(4pq ± 2) is a connected sum of two lens spaces.) (Lemma 3.10)
n is a hyperbolic knot for n = 0. Proof of Claim 3.11. If m = −6, then by Proposition 3.6 K −6 n (25n − i) has a Seifert fibration over S 2 (2, 3, |n|), S 2 (2, 1, |11n − 3|), or S 2 (3, 2, |7n − 2|) according as i = 6, 7, or 8. All indices of the exceptional fibers of these fibrations are nonzero, so that (K −6 n , 25n − i) (i = 6, 7, 8) are three successive Seifert fibered surgeries for n = 0. Hence, K −6 n (n = 0) is not a satellite knot by Lemma 3.10. We also see that K −6 n is a nontrivial knot because K −6 n (25n − 8) is not a lens space. For a nontrivial torus knot T p,q , T p,q (r) (r ∈ Z) is a lens space if and only if r = pq ± 1; T p,q (pq) is a connected sum of two lens spaces. Now K −6 n (25n − 7) is a lens space, so that K −6
n (25n − 6) is a connected sum of two lens spaces. By the assumption n = 0, this is impossible. Hence K −6 n is not a torus knot, and thus a hyperbolic knot for n = 0.
(Claim 3.11)
We thus assume that m ∈ {−6, −5, −4, −3, −2}, n = 0, and (m, n) = (−1, −1). (Proposition 3.9) Proposition 3.9 and its proof imply the following theorem, which generalizes a previous result in [18] . . We completely determined which are basic seiferters or hyperbolic seiferters (Proposition 3.7). In this section, we obtain annular pairs of seiferters by placing any two of these six seiferters in adequate positions. We first prove Lemma 4.1 below by applying m-moves to basic annular pairs for (T −3,2 , m). Figure 4 .6 is isotopic in T −3,2 (m) to the union of c µ and the (m + 6, 1) cable of N (c µ ). Note that since m + 6 = ±1, the (m + 6, 1) cable is the (1, m + 6) cable. For any integer n, an isotopy in T −3,2 (n) sending c µ to the core of the filled solid torus sends the (1, n + 6) cable of c µ to the (−6, 1) cable of T −3,2 ; refer to [5, The linking numbers between any two of T −3,2 , α m , and β m are given in Table 4 .1 below. Figures 4.1-4 
Since {α m , β m } is a basic annular pair of seiferters for T −3,2 , the triple (|lk (T −3 Figure 4 .8 is the basic annular pair {s −3 , s 2 }. Proof of Lemma 4.5. Although we can depict the isotopies showing the lemma, we give a proof using a more general argument.
(1) We show that the exterior X = S 3 −intN (s −3 ∪c collar neighborhood S × I of S in X such that S × {0} = S and ∂S × I = ∂X ∩S × I. Let Y be the closure of X − S × I. Then Y is homeomorphic to the closure of
, where a is the core of the band b. The arc a is a non-separating arc in an essential annulus in the cable space S 3 − intN (s −3 ∪ T −3,2 ) which splits the cable space into a solid torus. This implies that Y is a handlebody of genus 2. We aim to prove (Y, S) ∼ = (S × I, S × {0}). This implies that X is a fiber bundle with S a fiber. Since any self-homeomorphism of the twice punctured disk with its boundary setwise invariant is isotopic to the identity, we see X ∼ = S × S 1 . For simplicity, set 
Proof of Claim 4.7. Let V be the filled solid torus in
, where j ∈ {α, β}.
(Claim 4.7)
2 ) and c Proof of Claim 4.8. As in the proof of Claim 4.7, the filled solid tori in M αβ are decomposed into 3-balls which are 2-handles attached to Y and S × I. Then, we see that
Since M 2 is a 3-ball and attached to N (K i ) along γ i as a 2-handle, M 2 ∪ N (K i ) is a 3-ball. Hence Claim 4.8 follows.
(Claim 4.8)
is a Hopf link, M 12 , which is the result of (−1)-surgery on s −3 and (−2)-surgery on c 2 }. Note that each of these consists of basic seiferters for T −3,2 by Proposition 3.7.
Strongly invertible knots that do not arise from the primitive/Seifert-fibered construction
We first review the definition of primitive/Seifert-fibered construction introduced by Dean [4] . Let K be a knot in a genus 2 Heegaard surface F of , q) , where p, q ≥ 2. If K is primitive/Seifert-fibered, then K(γ K,F ) is a lens space, a small Seifert fiber space, or a connected sum of two lens spaces; (K, γ K,F ) is a Seifert surgery. We say that a Seifert surgery (K, m) arises from the primitive/Seifertfibered construction if K is isotopic to a knot L in a genus 2 Heegaard surface F of S 3 in such a way that L is primitive/Seifert-fibered with respect to F and the surface slope γ L,F coincides with m. This construction of Seifert surgeries is a modification of Berge's primitive/primitive construction [1] of lens space surgeries. Primitive/primitive knots and primitive/Seifert-fibered knots have tunnel number one, and thus are strongly invertible [4] .
Although all known lens space surgeries arise from primitive/primitive constructions, there are infinite families of small Seifert fibered surgeries none of which arises from the primitive/Seifert-fibered construction [15, 5, 22] . The simplest example is the 1-surgery on the (−3, 3, 5) pretzel knot [15] . For any (K, m) in the families found in [15, 5, 22] , K is not strongly invertible. It is natural to raise the following question, and Song [21] gives an example. By twisting (P (3, −3, −3), −1) along a seiferter, we extend Song's example to a one-parameter family of Seifert surgeries which give an affirmative answer to Question 5.1. We first show that Song's example is obtained by twisting a Seifert surgery on a trefoil knot. Proof of Theorem 5.4 . Let K p be the knot obtained from T −3,2 by twisting p times along c; then K 0 = T −3,2 and K −1 = P (3, −3, −3). Note that K p is the image of T −3,2 after performing (− 1 p )-surgery on the trivial knot c. As shown in Figure 5 .1, there is a π-rotation f of S 3 which restricts to inversions of T −3,2 and c. Take an f -invariant tubular neighborhood N (c), and extend the involution f |S 3 − intN (c) to
. We obtain a strong inversion of K p .
Since lk(T −3,2 , c) = 0, the surgery slope does not change under the twistings, and thus p-twist along c converts (T −3,2 , −1) to (K p , −1) for any integer p. Let F be a Seifert fibration of K 0 (−1) obtained by extending a Seifert fibration of S 3 −intN (K 0 ) in which s −3 is an exceptional fiber of index 3; F is a Seifert fibration over S 2 (2, 3, 5) . Let µ, λ be a preferred meridian-longitude pair of N (s −3 ) ⊂ S 3 . Then a regular fiber t(⊂ ∂N (s −3 )) of F is expressed as (∂N (s −3 ) ).
Lemma 5.5. K p (−1) is a small Seifert fiber space over S 2 (2, |10p + 3|, 5).
Proof of Lemma 5.5 . The seiferter c Proof of Lemma 5.6 . The pretzel knot P (3, −3, −3) = K −1 in Figure 5 .8 bounds an obvious Seifert surface of genus one disjoint from c. Hence, after (p + 1)-twist along c the resulting knot K p bounds a Seifert surface of genus one for any integer p. Since Lemma 5.5 above implies that K p is a nontrivial knot, K p is a knot of genus one. If K p is not a hyperbolic knot, then K p is either a satellite knot or a torus knot. The fact that the genus of K p is one implies that K p is a trefoil knot or a satellite knot such that K p is null-homologous in its companion solid torus V . We see from Lemma 5.5 that K p is not a trefoil knot for p = 0, so that K p is a satellite knot. Since K p (−1) is a small Seifert fiber space with the trivial first homology group, it does not contain an essential torus [14, Example VI.13] . Hence, the proof of [16, Theorem 1.4] implies that the manifold obtained from V by (−1)-surgery along K p is a solid torus. However, this is impossible because the winding number of K p in V is zero [9] . It follows that K p is a hyperbolic knot for p = 0. (Lemma 5.6) Now suppose that (K p0 , −1) arises from a primitive/Seifert-fibered construction for some p 0 . Then K p0 has tunnel number one. Scharlemann [20] has proved that knots with both tunnel number and genus one are 2-bridge knots or satellite knots, as Goda and Teragaito [10] conjectured. Since 2-bridge knots with Seifert surgeries are twist knots [2] , K p0 is a twist knot or its mirror image. In fact, K p0 is a twist knot T w(n 0 ) for some n 0 because (−1)-surgery on K p0 is a Seifert surgery. Note that (−1)-surgery on T w(n 0 ) yields a Seifert fiber space over S 2 (2, 3, |6n 0 − 1|); In [7] , using the Montesinos trick, we find an infinite family of small Seifert fibered surgeries on strongly invertible hyperbolic knots which do not arise from the primitive/Seifert-fibered construction. The same family is also obtained from (T −3,2 , m) by twisting along the annular pair {s −3 , c 
